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**Introduction (2/2)**

University: Paul Sabatier (Toulouse, France)
Studies: IUP ISI (Computer Science System Engineering)
Main Subjects
Software and web development
Project Management
Fourth year Project
Different subjects and technologies
KDE/QT
JEE
Ruby On Rails
Our Selection : Akonadi/Nokia N810

Stakeholders
Till Adams (Client)
Volker Krause (Technical Support)
Kevin Ottens (Supervisor)
Develop PIM Applications Suite
Nokia N810 (Maemo)
Akonadi
Applications
Contact
Calendar
...
2 applications

Contact
List of contacts in an Akonadi resource
Add, remove, update
Export/import (vcard)
Select Resource

Calendar
List of events in an Akonadi resource
Add, remove, update
Export/import (ical)
Different views

On development
Working on putting them on Nokia N810
Team reinforcement
4 third-year students in plus!

Some external people want to join also

PIM Meeting: Feedback on our work
Aims

Finish Contact and Calendar applications
Create packages
Make applications run on Nokia N810

Let people enjoy our applications!
Greetings -

😊

Thanks to all the organization staff which permit us to come for the meeting